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Abstract 
 

Digital signal processing has been widely used in various disciplines of engineering. Students are 

expected to be competent, not only in fundamental digital signal processing concepts and 

theories but also in practical signal processing techniques for achieving broader applications. In 

the graduate curriculum of the Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science 

(EECS) at Wichita State University (WSU), a graduate course, EE782 Discrete Time Signal 

Processing, is offered. This course focuses on fundamental concepts and techniques of digital 

signal processing in discrete-time convolution, difference equations, discrete Fourier transform, 

Z-transform, filter designs, impulse, and frequency responses of discrete-time systems. To 

improve students’ skills in practical signal processing techniques and application, a new graduate 

course, EE887D Signal Processing Applications and Techniques, was offered in fall 2012. Both 

courses integrate practical projects using real-world data, thus providing students the opportunity 

to work on real signal processing techniques via Matlab programming.  In this paper, we present 

an overview of these projects.  

 

1.  Introduction 
 

Signal processing finds numerous applications in event detections, signal separations, parameter 

predictions, and estimations in various systems. At Wichita State University, EE782 Digital 

Signal Processing, a graduate-level course, is offered once a year. This course introduces the 

fundamental concepts and techniques of digital signal processing in discrete-time convolution, 

difference equations, sampling of continuous time signals, discrete time Fourier transform, fast 

Fourier transform (FFT),  Z-transform, impulse response, frequency-domain analysis of discrete-

time systems, and filter designs.  The prerequisite of the course is an undergraduate course, 

EE383 Signal and Systems, which focuses on properties of signals and systems, convolution and 

its application to system response, Fourier series representation of periodic signals, Fourier 

transforms and continuous spectra, filters, and time domain sampling.  There are no laboratories 

in either EE383 or EE782. Students who take EE782 face challenges to determine how the 

theoretical calculations can be applied to real-world examples. Sample questions include how to 

obtain the correct frequency spectrum of a signal using discrete Fourier transform, and how to 

design a filter to remove certain frequency components in the signal if it is sampled at different 

rates in time. Since 2009, Matlab has been gradually introduced in EE782 to help students 

understand the frequency response of systems, pole-zero plots, convolution calculations, and 

filter designs. To help students learn about signal processing techniques in more depth, a new 

graduate course, EE887D Signal Processing Application and Techniques, was offered in fall 

2012. This course provides students opportunities in applying practical signal processing 

techniques using matrix computations, least square and mean square principles in event 

detections, mixed sources separation, and parameter estimations. Projects are designed in both 

courses using real-world data.  Students not only obtain hands-on experience in applying signal 



processing techniques via simulations in Matlab, but they also improve their skills of writing and 

critical thinking when writing the project reports. 

 

2. Projects Designed for the Courses  
 

A course project in EE782 is worth 15% of the final grade. Students are required to submit 

project reports and make a brief presentation of their observations obtained in the project. The 

project focuses on signal sampling, discrete Fourier transform, and filtering. There are five 

projects in EE877D. Students are required to submit reports for each project and present one of 

the projects. These projects extend to more signal processing techniques in parameter estimation, 

denoising, short-time Fourier transform, and wavelet transform. This section describes some 

project components related to sampling, discrete Fourier transform, short-time Fourier transform, 

and filtering. In the project, two types of signals are used: audio signals, which can be heard by 

human ears, and measurement signals, which are low in frequency and impossible to hear. The 

signals are from real-world applications.   

 

 Data set 1: An audio signal of crying of a new born baby, taken from the clinical research 

data of a faculty member in the Department of Communication Sciences and Disorders, 

College of Health Professions, at Wichita State University (permission to use a clip of 

data for educational purpose in EE782  and EE877D was obtained from the department).  

The signal is about nine seconds in duration, as shown in Figure 1, and was recorded 

when the baby was born, with a sampling rate 19,600 per second. This signal of a baby 

crying is used for research in the early detection of speech disorders in babies but must be 

processed first, since it is mixed with adult conversation in the audio clip.  The goal of 

the project is to first identify the frequency components of the crying baby and those of 

the adult conversation, and apply appropriate filtering to see if the adult conversation can 

be removed from the audio signal.  

 

 Data set 2: Measurement signals of ribcage movement in voltage collected by the same 
WSU faculty in the College of Health Professions. The data is used for research to detect 

speech disorders in adults. The signals are measured voltage levels from the ribcage 

movement in participants who are taking the roles of speaker and listener alternatively. 

The sampling rate is 100 per second. Figure 2 plots the voltage signals for a speaker and 

listener. Both signals contain lower-frequency components with some measurement noise 

in the speaker’s signal.  Students will identify the frequency components of the noise and 

try to remove them by filtering. Each student is given a distinct pair of speaker and 

listener signals in the project. 

 

 Data set 3: Measurement signals in the gearbox of a wind turbine from the National 
Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL). The data is recorded by a number of sensors at 

the gearbox, as shown in Figure 3, to monitor the operation of the turbine and to detect 

signs of possible failure (especially if a turbine is more than 20 years old). The data was 

provided by WSU faculty in the Department of Industrial and Manufacturing 

Engineering. Although a large amount of such data is available at the open-access servers 

at NREL, only a small portion is used in the project—about 30 minutes of data collected 

by eight sensors in the gearbox. 



Students choose two out of these three data sets in the project. As observed in 2011 and 2012 

classes, almost all students chose to work on Data set 1. Students majoring in power often choose 

working on Data set 3. Students first use the Fourier analysis tool in Matlab, such as FFT and 

Spectrumgram, to quantize the frequency components of the signals; then design filters of their 

choice (high pass, low pass, or notch) using Matlab filter design tools, such as firls, firgr,firpm, 

fdesign.lowpass; and finally apply the filter to the signals. They can listen to the filtered signal in 

the audio clip and obtain a better understanding of the effect of filtering. The real-world data 

enables students to have hands-on experience for signal processing applications.  The data has 

different sampling rates and different frequency components. The noise contained in the data is 

from real-world equipment and not artificially added in. By doing the project, students truly 

understand the relationship of sampling rate in order to present frequency components in the 

signal, to master the filter design techniques, and to learn how to remove undesired noise and 

frequency components. The following goals are intended for the project:  

 

 Understand the sampling rate, and frequency components of data in real-world 
applications. 

 Obtain some basic signal processing skills, such as filter design. 

 Enhance students’ writing skills in preparation for their Master’s thesis and Ph.D 
dissertations. 

 Enhance student’s presentation skills in explaining the real-world data by explaining 
their observations obtained in the project. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Audio signal of new born baby crying 

 



 
 

Figure 2. Ribcage voltage signal for listener and speaker 

 

 

 

 
Figure 3. Drive train configuration and Gearbox internal view in wind turbine  

 

3. Matlab Assignment Prior to Project 
 

 To obtain the frequency spectrum in the project, students need to apply the fast Fourier 

transform tool in Matlab, which is a direct implementation of discrete Fourier transform (DFT), 

defined as
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   , where x[n] is the discrete sequence in the time 



domain. For fast computation, the length of the FFT sequence is preferably chosen as a power of 

2 in Matlab.  A common mistake for students is that they think the values of [ ]X k  represent the 

true magnitude of the frequency spectrum of the signal. Furthermore, they also believe that the 

integer index in the FFT sequence, 0,..., 1k N  , are the frequency components (in Hz) 

contained in the signal. Since the signals are discretized both in time and frequency domains, the 

sampling rates in both domains are the key to obtaining the correct spectrum using FFT.  

 

The following Matlab assignment is assigned to students to ensure that they truly understand 

DFT and FFT before they work on real-world data. The assignment focuses on clean signals 

(without noise) with a simple Fourier transform expression, such as a sinusoidal wave, which 

contains only one frequency component with a magnitude that is half of the magnitude of the 

sinusoidal wave. Through the assignment, students establish correct Matlab codes to produce the 

desired Fourier transform of the signals as predicted by the theory.    

 

Prior Assignment to Project: Frequency Analysis by Fourier Transform and Short-Time 

Fourier Transform In Matlab 

 

Using the following signals, demonstrate how the sampling rate, time domain window, and 

length of FFT affect the frequency domain presentations of a signal: 

 

Signal 1. 1 1( ) cos(2 ), 10x t f t f Hz   

 

Signal 2. 1 2 1 2( ) 2cos(2 ) 3cos(2 ), 10 , 15x t f t f t f Hz f Hz      

 

Signal 3.  
3 3

4 1

cos(2 ), 0.3 , (0,256]
( ) {

cos(2 ), 0.7 , (256,512]

f t f Hz t
x t

f t f Hz t





 


 
 

 

The signals in this assignment are linear combinations of single-tone (sinusoidal) signals. Signal 

3 contains two frequencies at different time intervals, which is a simple example to understand 

the short-time Fourier transform. Students will apply different sampling rates in both time and 

frequency domains for the signals in this assignment, to ensure that the results obtained in their 

Matlab programs are consistent with the theoretical results. Then, they can work on the real-

world data.  

 

4.  How Project Helps Improve Students’ Critical Thinking Skills 
 

Paul and Elder [1] from their institute, The Foundation for Critical Thinking, suggested that 

thinking within any discipline generates purposes, raises questions, uses information, utilizes 

concepts, makes inferences; makes assumptions, generates implications, and embodies a point of 

view. Ennis [2] defines critical thinking as the following: “Critical thinking is reasonable, 

reflective thinking that is focused on deciding what to believe or do.” Scriven and Paul [3] give a 

more detailed definition: “Critical thinking is the intellectually disciplined process of actively 

and skillfully conceptualizing, applying, analyzing, synthesizing, and/or evaluating information 

gathered from, or generated by, observation, experience, reflection, reasoning, or 

communication, as a guide to belief or action.” Thus, the three key elements of critical thinking 



are reason, reflection, and judgment. In this project, students have a chance to practice these 

three key critical thinking skills when they deal with the real-world data, make their 

presentations, and write their reports.  The instructions for class report writing are given as 

follows:  

 

Be specific in the report; state clearly what are the questions/problems that you tried to find 

answers for, what are your observations from the Matlab analysis, etc. Reports are suggested to 

include but not limited to the following: 

 

 Problem statements. 

 How the simulations are performed. 

 Simulation results, figures, plots, etc. 

 References. 

 Matlab codes with explanations. If Matlab built-in functions are used, then please explain 
what the functions are for and how they are used. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1: Elements of Thought (Paul & Elder [1] and Donawa [4]) 

 

Reports from students indicate that they have put tremendous effort into this project. It is 

challenging to work on real-world problems, but the students enjoyed leaning in the process and 

gained practical skills. During the project presentations, students interact with each other, ask 

questions, and discuss their observations with peers. This also helps students cultivate their 

critical thinking skills. For example, a question was raised to a student about the delays in the 

filtered signals he presented.  The student who gave the presentation did not notice this until the 

question was asked by his peers, because the delay was very small. The students were more than 

motivated, and did more research about the length of filters to fully understand the results, even 



though it was at the very end of the semester. Below are a few paragraphs selected from three 

student reports:  

 
“Throughout the duration of the course and working on the project, this student has obtained certain skill 

level utilizing Matlab as a digital signal processing (DSP) tool to analyze signals using several filter 

design methods. As a result, a better understanding of time and frequency domain and their correlation 

has been achieved. Deeper understanding of frequency components of signals has also been acquired by 

practically applying filter tools and analyzing real world data in Matlab. This student has also has a 

better grip on the ability to explain real world data after investigating the data.” 

 

“This project enables the students to connect between theories and real life by providing them wave 

signals of new born baby, speaker’s breathing, and listener’s breathing to apply some digital signal 

processing techniques on these signals and analyze them using MATLAB software.” 

 

“This report is about understanding real life data. Also, it is about how analyzing the data using Matlab 

can lead to understand the reasons behind some patterns or behaviors of the data. Real life data is like 

water that can have many shapes based on the counter. It is not like perfectly generated sinusoidal waves 

that are always easy to work with. So understanding the data needs a little bit work.” 

 

5. Conclusion 
 

This paper presented examples of integrating Matlab into signal processing courses. In the 

project, students realize the challenge when working on real-world data. They are very 

enthusiastic to build the connection between learned theory and real applications. They realize 

that “it is not like perfectly generated sinusoidal waves that are always easy to work with. So 

understanding the data needs a little bit of work.” 
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